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TECH focus

Fitting the Remus
system to the
VXR improves the
sound and airflow
of the exhaust;
tip of system
(bottom right) is
a stylish oval
affair with VXR
engraving on it

flowing less dense sports item and the

REMAPPING THE
VAUXHALL ASTRA VXR

file is read to ensure that any factory

middle section of the Remus exhaust is

Having finished the mechanical side of

upgrades are retained as the

effectively ‘straight through’ as it eliminates

the upgrade, the next step revolves

Courtenay software only alters

one of the silencer boxes of the stock

around the electronics. In readiness for

specific performance related

pipework. At the rear the tailpipe design is

this, the Astra is returned to the rolling

parameters, including boost, fuelling

vastly improved compared to the messy

road and a temporary boost gauge is

and ignition. This takes about half an

standard welded oval trim, as the Remus

mounted onto the windscreen, ‘teeing’

hour or so, but makes a huge

unit boasts a beautifully formed oval

into the Z20LEH’s turbo system via the

difference. That’s because stock

tailpipe, complete with engraved VXR logo.

Astra’s vacuum pipe from the fuel

Astra VXRs run around 15psi of boost

All told, it’s a quality item that fits together

pressure regulator. In the meantime the

under load, peaking at 18psi, but the

using slip joints and mounts onto the

exclusive Courtenay Sport software is

Courtenay Stage Two software raises

standard rubbers as per the stock system

uploaded using a lap top via the VXR’s

this to 20psi peak in the mid range,

once the two lambda probes have been

OBDII port, which is located under a trim

tailing off to 17psi at the top end,

swapped over from the factory plumbing.

panel behind the gear lever.

with a 22.5psi overboost figure and

standard catalyst is replaced by a freer

To start with the stock Astra VXR

Stock VXR
exhaust (on left
in each pic, right)
compared to
Remus item;
cellular pre-cat is
dispensed with
(near); straightthrough centre
section (centre);
sports cat for
better flow (far)
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